Engineering
CuriOsity
Lesson Plans and Resources
for KS1 pupils to engage with
engineering careers in the
West of England.
Other Key Stage packs are available at
curiosityconnections.net

DETI Inspire
DETI Inspire champions science for
children in the West of England with a
particular focus on breaking
stereotypes and challenging
perceptions about STEM careers in
order to appeal to under-represented
groups in engineering.

Our vision
For every young person in the West of
England to have access to inclusive,
engaging and inspiring engineering
experiences with real-life relatable
role models.

Our mission
To support and inspire the next
generation of digital engineers.
We are working to increase the
diversity and number of young people
entering engineering careers, to
develop a diverse and innovative
engineering workforce of the future,
and enhance the social and economic
progress of our region.

What's inside?
This document contains guidance for a
1 hour session on engineers, what they
do for society, and their roles.
Focussed on the Engineering Curiosity
card and video resources available at
curiosityconnections.net/resource/eng
ineering-curiosity

i.

Engineering
CuriOsity
Engineering Curiosity is a card game
developed with My Future My Choice
that features 52 different engineering
jobs in a wide variety of sectors and
industries. All are based on real-life
engineers from the West of England
and are accompanied by engaging
videos showing off aspects of the role
and the routes taken to achieve it.
These sessions aim to not only provide
engineering/STEM career outreach, but
also add value to lessons by enabling
students to relate the required
curriculum knowledge to real-world
careers and problem-solving.
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Session Breakdown - KS1 1 hour
The following is guidance for an hour session focussed around the Engineering Curiosity cards and
videos available at curiosityconnections.net/resource/engineering-curiosity
Resources mentioned are contained below the Lesson Plan, and can be displayed on the board or
printed, depending on preference.
Head to curiosityconnections.net/resource/engineering-curiosity for other resources including
guidance an an Assembly and Q and A with an engineer.
Duration

Activity

10 minutes

"Draw an Engineer" task

10 of 60

Outline

Starter activity to engage students quickly,
evaluate what they already understand about
engineers, and identify misconceptions.
Display 'Entry Question' and provide materials for
pupils to draw their engineers.

15 minutes
25 of 60

Discussion 1
What do engineers do
and why do we need
them?
True or False Quiz

Display or print Discussion 1
Discuss with pupils the objects in the room that
are engineered. Explain that engineers solve
problems by doing all the 'making' keywords.
Can the pupils think of anything that wasn't
engineered in the room? What would the room
look like with nothing engineered in it?
Even the people have had medicines/treatments
engineered, and their clothes designed and
engineered!
Engineering quiz - True or False?
Pupils may guess that an engineer designed and
built a bridge, but will they also expect an
engineer to have made a bath bomb or food
packaging?
Conclude that engineering is really important for
the world, and as the world changes, we need
new engineers to solve new problems.

25 minutes
50 of 60

Engineering Curiosity
cards/video tour
See 'Engineering
Curiosity card games' for
suggestions of activities.

Pupils invited to engage/play with cards and
videos at
curiosityconnections.net/resource/engineeringcuriosity
Session Leader to chose three videos to show,
and give a reason why.
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Session Breakdown - KS1 1 hour
Duration

Activity

Outline

For example: "I chose the Bridge Engineer
because I love walking across the Clifton
Suspension Bridge and seeing the view, and it is
good to know that the Bridge Engineer looks
after it and keeps it safe!"
Ask pupils to chose their favourite cards/videos
and give a reason why.
See Engineering Curiosity card games for
suggestions of activities for pupils to engage with
cards and videos.

10 minutes
60 of 60

Revisit Draw an Engineer
plenary/evaluation

Pupils to revisit the Entry Question, and redraw
their engineers. Pupils ought to have a better
idea of the things that engineers do/solve, and
this will reflect in their drawings.
Session Leader to roam here and prompt pupils
to consider the engineers they've looked at on
the cards, or the objects round the room that
needed engineering in order to inform their
drawing.
To end the session, pupils are asked to think of
one question they would ask their favourite
engineer from the cards.
They may also wish to submit it to a question
box.
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Entry Question
The following can be displayed as the students enter the room.

Imagine an engineer.

What do they look like?
Where do they work?
What are they wearing?
What are they holding?
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Discussion 1
The following can be displayed on screen or printed, to promote thought and questions about what
engineers are and what they do.

Look around your classroom and choose something.

What needed to happen for that thing to exist?
Think about these words:
design, invent, build, test, make, solve
What would be left in the room, if we took out
everything that needed an engineer?
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True or False?
The following can be displayed on screen or printed, to promote thought and questions about what
engineers are and what they do.

True or False? An engineer...
...designs bridges.
...designs electric cars.
...designs robots.
...designs space rockets.
...designs medicines and treatments.
...designs mobile apps.
...designs virtual reality games.
...designs bath bombs.
...designs food packaging.
What would the world be like without engineers?
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Engineering Curiosity
Card Game ideas
Suggestions for engaging games and
activities when using the Engineering
Curiosity cards that may not
necessarily find their way into the
lesson above. Perfect for a break or
lunchtime!
Guess Who: One person reads out
information from a card and their
partner tries to guess what type of
engineer they might be. Discuss where
you think that person might work, or
what problems they might have to
solve. Do you agree with the card
ratings? Imagine what it's like to be
them. What might be the best and worst
parts of each job? What other jobs
might be part of the same family? Why?

Consequences: Old- fashioned
consequences. Each player has a card.
On a strip of paper, Player 1 writes
name of engineer on their card, folds
over and pass to partner or next player.
Player 2 writes their engineer name,
folds and passes back. Continue folding
and passing, answering the following in
turn: where did they meet? What did
Engineer 1 say to Engineer 2, what did
Engineer 2 say to Engineer 1, what did
they engineer as a result? Once
finished, open and read aloud.
Compare answers with other pairs.
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Card family trading: Start with four
random cards. You can swap one card
with a person on your table every 30
seconds (perhaps a simple repeating
timer on screen?). Trade locally first
then across the whole room. Fastest to
build a full ‘family’ wins. Continue
trading until all families are completed.

Engineering skills guess: students try to
guess the skill values of the jobs as
they are playing. Hopefully encouraging
deeper thought as to what the job may
involve and the skills required, and
discouraging students from simply
blindly playing the cards at face value
with no real consideration for the
jobs/cards themselves.

I-Spy: particularly good for younger
children. Use the entire card pack to
find all the cards that have a particular
feature: eg, an animal, a laptop, a plant.
Then set your own challenge to find a
specific feature.

Can you think of any others?

Sharing
successes
Want to share your engineering
solutions? Here are some of the
avenues to explore.
Great Science Share for Schools
A campaign that aims to engage whole
school communities in raising the
profile and engagement of young people
in primary and secondary school
science. The GSS has shown to lead to
more time for science learning in school
and at home so that young people can
ask, investigate and communicate their
own scientific questions with new
audiences. www.greatscienceshare.org

The Leaders Award
“If you were an Engineer, what would
you do?”. This creative, problem solving,
literacy and entrepreneurial project,
encourages pupils from UK primary and
secondary to look at the world around
them to find real-world problems an
engineer could solve. Children are
invited to meet an engineer. They then
submit their design ideas and receive
feedback from the engineers.
https://blogs.uwe.ac.uk/engineering/ca
tegory/leaders-awards/
The RSA Pupils Design Awards
An annual, national design competition
for pupils aged 11-18, where participants
are encouraged to use their creativity
and imagination to tackle real
challenges facing people and the planet.
www.thersa.org/pupil-design-awards.
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Inspiring you to
inspire others
Engineers make the future

